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2. $X$ $cX$ $cX-X$
3. $cX-X$ $X$ $cX$
$X$ $LC(X)=$ {$x\in X:X$ $x$ }
$R(X)=X-LC(X)$
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Fact 1.2 (Henriksen-Isbell [HI]) $X$
1. $R(X)$
2. $X$ $cX$ $cX-X$
3. $cX-X$ $X$ $cX$









Example 2.1 ([CHO]) (1) $n\geq 2$ $A_{n}\in \mathcal{P}_{n}-\mathcal{P}_{n-1}$
$\subset$
(2) $\mathbb{Q},$ $\mathbb{P}$ $\mathbb{Q}\in \mathcal{P}_{\aleph_{0}}-\mathcal{P}_{fin}$ ,
$\mathbb{P}\not\in \mathcal{P}\aleph$
( )
$A_{1}=\{0\}\subset$ $S=\{s_{1}, s_{2}, \ldots\}\subset$ $0$
$i$ $Si=\{s_{i,1}, s_{i,2}, \ldots\}\subset$ ( $s_{i-1}$ , si) $s_{i}$
$A_{2}=A_{1} \cup\bigcup_{i=1}^{\infty}S_{i}$ $A_{2}\in$
$\mathcal{P}_{2}-\mathcal{P}_{1}$ . $i$ , $s_{i,j}\in$ $S_{i,j}=\{s_{i,j,1}, s_{i,j,2}, \ldots\}\subset$
$(s_{i,j-1}, s_{i,j})$ $s_{i,j}$ $i,j,$ $k$
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$S_{i,j,k}=\{s_{i,j,k,1}, s_{i,j,k,2}, \ldots\}\subset(s_{i,j,k-1}, s_{i,j,k})$ $s_{i,j,k}$
$A_{3}=A_{1} \cup A_{2}\cup\bigcup_{i,j,k=1}^{\infty}S_{i,j,k}$ $A_{3}\in \mathcal{P}_{3}-\mathcal{P}_{2}$ .
$A_{n}$
$X$ $eX$ $X$ $X$
Proposition 2.1 $m,$ $n$ $X\in \mathcal{P}_{m},$ $eX\in \mathcal{P}_{n}$
$eX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{n2^{m}}$ $X$ $cX$
$X\in \mathcal{P}_{m}$ $cX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{2^{m}}$
Corollary 2.1
$(a)X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ .
$(b)eX\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ $X$ $eX$ $eX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ .
$(c)eX\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ $eX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ $X$ $eX$
$(d)X$ $cX$ $cX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ .
$(e)cX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ $X$ $cX$
Remark 2.1 Corollary 2.1 $\mathcal{P}_{fin}$ $\mathcal{P}\aleph$
$=[0,1]$ $\mathbb{Q}$ $\mathbb{P}\sim$ $\mathbb{P}$ $=$ $\mathbb{Q}$ ,
$1c(\mathbb{Q})=\aleph_{0}<1c(\mathbb{P})$ .
Coro ary 2. 1 $X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$
$X$ 2 $c_{1}X,$ $c_{2}X$ lc $(c_{1}X-X)=$
lc $(c_{2}X-X)$ ? Fact 1.2 lc $(c_{1}X-$
$X)=1\Leftrightarrow$ lc$(c_{2}X-X)=1$ lc $(c_{1}X-X)\geq 2$
Lemma2.1 $f$ : $Xarrow Y$ $X$ $Y$
lc(X) $\leq 1c(Y)$
Proposition 2.2 $X$ $cX$ lc $(\beta X-X)\leq$
$1c(cX-X)$





$\mathcal{P}_{\frac{1}{2}}=$ { $X$ : $X$ }
$n$
$\mathcal{P}_{\underline{n}_{2}\pm 1}=$ { $X$ :1 (X) }
$\mathcal{P}_{2}\iota\subset \mathcal{P}_{1}\subset \mathcal{P}_{3,2}\subset\cdots\subset \mathcal{P}_{n}\subset \mathcal{P}_{\frac{2n+1}{2}}\subset \mathcal{P}_{n+1}\subset\cdots$
Fact 1.2 $X\in \mathcal{P}_{\frac{3}{2}}$ lc$(cX-X)=1$ $X$
$cX$ . $X$ $cX$ lc$(cX-X)=1$
Proposition 2.2 $X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin_{2}^{-\mathcal{P}_{3}}}$
$cX$
$2\leq$ lc $(\beta X-X)\leq$ lc$(cX-X)\leq 2$ lc(X).
Question 2.2 lc $(\beta X-X)<$ lc $(cX-X)$ $X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$
$cX$ ?
$X$ $LC(X)=\emptyset$ nowhere locally compact
$LC(X)$ almost locally compact
2
Example 2.2 (R.G.Woods in [Rl) $X$
$cX$
(1) $cX-X$ nowhere locally compact,
(2) $\beta X-X$ almost locally compact.
Almost locally compact
Theorem 2.1 $X$
(1) $X$ almost locally compact.
(2) $Y\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ $X$ $Y$
Corollary 2.2 $X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ $X$ almost locally compact
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Example 2.3 2 2 $D_{1},$ $D_{2}$ : $D_{1}=\mathbb{Q}\cross$
$\{1\},$ $D_{2}=\{(x, y)\in$ $2 :x\leq y\}$ . $X=D_{1}\cup D_{2}$
$LC(X)=D_{2}$ $X$ $X$ almost locally
compact lc(X) $=\aleph_{0}$
[CHO] $X\in \mathcal{P}_{n}$ $X$ $n$
$n$
Theorem 2.2 $X$ $X\in \mathcal{P}_{n}$ $R^{n}(X)=\emptyset$
Corollary 2.3 $X\in \mathcal{P}_{n}$ $X=LC(X)\cup LC(R^{1}(X))\cup\cdots\cup LC(R^{n-1}(X))$
3 Concluding remarks and questions
$n\geq 2$
$1 c_{n}=\min\{$ lc $(cX-X):X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin},$ $cX$ $X$ $\}$
$n\geq 2$ $1c_{n}\leq n-1$
$A_{n}\subset$ [CHO][Example 1.1] (
$A_{n}$ modification) lc$A_{n}=n$ lc $(Cl A_{n}-A_{n})=n-1$
Question 3.1 $n\geq 2$ $1c_{n}$
$X$ (small compactness degree) cmp $X$
(cf. [AN])
Definition 3.1 (i) $X$ cmp $X=-1$
(ii) $X$ $x$ $U$ cmp Bd $U\leq n-1$
cmp $X\leq n$
Small compactness degree cmp lc
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Question 3.2 $X\in \mathcal{P}_{fin}$ cmp $X\leq$ lc(X) ?
$n\geq 1$ $Z_{n}=([\text{ ^{}n}\cross(0,1))\cup(\partial \text{ ^{}n}\cross\{0\})\subset \text{ ^{}n+1}$
cmp $=$ def de Groot
def $Z_{n}=n$ rcmp $Z_{n}\geq n$ $?_{\lrcorner}$ (de
Groot) cmp $Z_{1}=1$ , cmp $Z_{2}=2$
$([AN])$ $n\geq 3$ cmp $Z_{n}$ ([P],
[AN] )
Chatyrko-Hattori [CH] $n\geq 5$
cmp $Z_{n}<n$
Nishiura [N] cmp $Z_{4}<4$ Chatyrko-Fedorchuk $[ChF]$
cmp $Z_{3}=2$ de Groot
$n\geq 4$ cmp $Z_{n}$
Nishiura $([$N$])$ $n$ cmp $Z_{n}\leq 2?$
cmp $Z_{n}\leq 3?$
lc $(Z_{n})=2$ Question 3.2 Nishiura
Added in Proof
, Theorem2.2 Henriksen-Isbell
Theorem 3.1 (1) $X$
$(a)X\in \mathcal{P}_{n}$ .
$(b)$ $cX$ $cX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{n-1}$ .
$\overline{2}$
$(c)cX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{\frac{n-1}{2}}$ $X$ $cX$
(2) $X$
$(a)$ X $\in \mathcal{P}$R .
$(b)$ $cX$ $cX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{n}$ .
$(c)cX-X\in \mathcal{P}_{n}$ $X$ $cX$
(Questions
2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2)
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